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Abstract
A novel chuvirus from the southern green stink bug (Nezara viridula) was identi�ed by RNA sequencing in
this study, which was named "Nbu southern green stink bug chuvirus-1" (NbuSGSBV-1). The complete
genome sequence of NbuSGSBV-1 consisted of 11,375 nucleotides, which was con�rmed to be a circular
form by ‘around-the-genome’ reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) and sanger
sequencing. Furthermore, three open reading frames (ORFs) were predicted in the NbuSGSBV-1 genome,
including a large polymerase protein (L protein), a glycoprotein (G protein) and a nucleocapsid protein (N
protein). Thereafter, a phylogenetic tree was constructed based on the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase
amino acid sequences of all the currently available viruses in the family Chuviridae. As a result,
NbuSGSBV-1 was clustered together with Sanya chuvirus 2 and Hubei odonate virus 11, indicating that
NbuSGSBV-1 might belong to the genus Odonatavirus. Meanwhile, motif prediction results revealed �ve
conserved sites among the L proteins of NbuSGSBV-1 and its homologous chiviruses. Moreover, the high
abundance and typical characteristics of the NbuSGSBV-1-derived small interfering RNAs suggested the
active replication of NbuSGSBV-1 in the host insect. To the best of our knowledge, this is the �rst report of
a chuvirus identi�ed from the insect family Pentatomidae. The discovery and characterization of
NbuSGSBV-1 will help to understand the diversity of chuviruses in insects.

Full Text
With the advancement of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology and metagenomic analysis in
recent years, a growing number of novel viruses have been discovered and identi�ed [1, 2]. Most of them
are discovered from arthropods such as insects, arachnids, and chilopoda [2, 3]. As a result, arthropods
are assumed as the primary store of viral genetic variety, which may play an important role in viral
evolution [2, 4]. As the number of novel viruses increases dramatically, new families of viruses are
gradually divided. For instance, the family Chuviridae was de�ned in 2015, which belongs to the order
Jingchuvirales, class Monjiviricetes [2]. Most of the viruses in the family Chuviridae were discovered in
the ancient Chinese region called Chu, which referred to the middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze
River at that time [2, 5]. The phylogenetic diversity of chuviruses is between those of segmented and non-
segmented viruses, and their genome structures are also diverse, including unsegmented, bi-segmented,
and a circular form [2, 4, 5]. Typically, the circular structure of Chuviridae is distinct from the pseudo-
circular structure of some other negative-sense RNA viruses like the families Buniaviridae and
Orthomyxoviridae. The genome sequences of linear chuviruses are composed of a glycoprotein (G), a
nucleoprotein (N) and a polymere (L) genes, while those of circular chuviruses are generally considered in
the order L-(G)- N (displayed in a linear form), such as Bole Tick Virus 3 (GenBank NO. NC_028259.1). It is
also reported that G gene is probably lost during the long-term evolution of some chuviruses [2, 4, 6].

The southern green stink bug (Nezara viridula), belonging to family Pentatomidae, order Hemiptera, is a
highly polyphagous cosmopolitan pest. N. viridula feeds on a variety of important economic crops, and is
widely distributed in Americas, Asia, Australia and Europe [7, 8]. The damage of N. viridula is mainly
induced by its piercing-sucking mouthparts, resulting in plant damage, reduced seed germination and
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survival, as well as the spread of plant pathogens [9, 10]. Previous studies have revealed several viruses
in N. viridula. In 1992, two pathogenic viruses, namely, Nezara viridula virus-1 and Nezara viridula virus-2,
were isolated and identi�ed in the N. viridula [11]. A honeybee virus called Israel acute paralysis virus
(IAPV) has recently been discovered in the N. viridula, indicating that some viruses can spread among
species [12]. In this study, a novel chuvirus in N. viridula was identi�ed by RNA sequencing (RNA-seq),
which represented the �rst chuvirus identi�ed in the family Pentatomidae.

In August 2019, a single adult stink bug was collected from a rice �eld in Hangzhou, Zhejiang, China. The
total RNA of the N.viridula was later extracted using TRIzol Reagent (Invitrogen, MA, USA) according to
the manufacturer's instructions. The quality of the extracted RNA was then evaluated using a Nano Drop
spectrophotometer (Termo Scientifc, MA, USA). Afterwards, paired-end (150 bp) sequencing of the RNA
library was performed using the Illumina HiSeq 4000 sequencer (Novogene, Tianjin, China). After
trimming adaptor sequences [13], a total of 45,044,688 clean reads were obtained. First of all, the
assembled contigs were compared with Barcode of Life Data Systems (https://www.boldsystems.org/),
and one contig representing the potential cytochrome oxidase subunit 1 (COI) sequence of the stink bug
was extracted. Thereafter, the extracted contig was further searched on the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) website (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). According to our results, it
was almost identical (99.70% similarity) to the deposited COI sequence of N. viridula, con�rming that the
stink bug used in this study is N. viridula. The identi�ed contig (COI sequence of N. viridula) was further
con�rmed by sanger sequencing before it was submitted to the GenBank (Accession number: ON171205,
File S1).

Then, the assembled contigs were searched against with the local virus database downloaded from the
NCBI viral reference database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/viruses). As the result, a chu-like
viral sequence of about 11,500 nt, which represented almost the complete virus genome, was identi�ed.
To avoid false-positives and identify homology viruses, the obtained viral sequence was compared with
the NCBI nucleotide (NT) and non-redundant (NR) protein databases (Table S1). At the same time, both
Bowtie2 and Samtools were used to map the adaptor- and quality-trimmed reads of the transcriptome
back to the obtained viral contig. Based on the results, a high coverage (≈ 14,000X coverage) was
approved for this chu-like viral contig. To con�rm the presence and validity of this contig, the viral contig
was divided into six regions and speci�c primers were designed accordingly (Table S2). Then RT-PCR and
sanger sequencing were performed for each of the region. As a result, the sequences of all the six regions
were perfectly matched with the original contig retrieved from transcriptome. Moreover, ‘around-the-
genome RT-PCR’ was smoothly performed from the 3' end to the 5' end to verify whether this virus was
circular. Results of sanger sequencing clearly con�rmed that this chu-like viral contig is in a circular form
(Figure S1).

The obtained chu-like virus with veri�ed full genome sequence of 11,375 nucleotides was submitted to
the NCBI GenBank database (accession number: ON191814, File S2), and named “Nbu Southern green
stink bug chuvirus − 1” (NbuSGSBV-1). Using the NCBI Open Reading Frame Finder (ORF Finder,
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/or�nder/), three non-overlapping ORFs (ORF1: 48-6578 nt; ORF2: 6619–
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8628 nt; ORF3: 8698–10179 nt) were found (Fig. 1A, B). Typically, ORF1-3 were predicted to encode a
261.12-kDa large polymerase protein (L protein), a 80.28-kDa glycoprotein (G protein) and a 59.16-kDa
nucleoprotein (N protein), respectively, which is consistent with the typical structure of a previously
reported circular chuvirus (L-(G)-N) [2]. To identify the homologous chiviruses of NbuSGSBV-1, BlastP
was applied to predict protein sequence against the NCBI reference viral sequence database. The results
indicated that NbuSGSBV-1 L protein and G protein sequences exhibited the highest homology to
Chuviridae sp. (GenBank NO. QXV86379.1), with the amino acid homologies of 41.58% and 48.91%,
respectively. And the N protein sequence displayed highest homology with Changping Tick Virus 2
(GenBank NO. YP_009177706.1), with the amino acid homology of 27.69% (Table S1). Thereafter,
InterProScan (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro) was utilized to predict the conserved domains of the three
ORFs. Consequently, three conserved domains in L protein were successfully predicted, including a
Mononeg_mRNAcap, a Mononeg_RNA_pol_cat and a Mononega_L_MeTrfase, whereas no conserved
structures were predicted in G or N protein (Fig. 1A). To further understand the abundance and coverage
of the NbuSGSBV-1-derived sequenced reads, the RNA-seq reads were realigned back to the con�rmed full
genome of NbuSGSBV-1. Noteworthily, viral reads were apparently accumulated in the 3′ region of the
genome, especially in ORF3 (N) (Fig. 1A).

Moreover, to investigate the taxonomic status of NbuSGSBV-1, the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase
(RdRp) sequences of all the available viruses in the family Chuviridae were retrieved from NCBI to
generate a phylogenetic tree, and Atrato Chu-like virus 5 (GenBank NO. QHA33675.1) in the family
Aliusviridae was used as the outgroup. The substitution model was �rstly evaluated by ModelTest-NG,
and then a maximum likelihood tree was constructed using RAxMLNG (version 0.9.0) with 1000
bootstrap replicates[14–16]. As indicated in Fig. 2A, NbuSGSBV-1 was clustered with the Sanya chuvirus
2 (GenBank NO. UHK03098.1) in the tree, as evidenced by a high bootstrap value (100). In addition,
another virus on the same branch of NbuSGSBV-1 was Hubei odonate virus 11 (GenBank YP
009336946.1), which belongs to the genus Odonatavirus and has the same structure with NbuSGSBV-1.
As indicated by the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV, https://talk.ictvonline.org/),
only three viruses have been found currently in the genus Odonatavirus. Therefore, it is speculated that
NbuSGSBV-1 may be a new member in the genus Odonatavirus, family Chuviridae. Although NbuSGSBV-
1 has a circular form of genome, the genomes of Sanya chuvirus 2 and Hubei odonate virus 11 are both
linear, which may imply the unique evolutionary characteristics of chuvirus genomes. In addition, MEME
(https://meme-suite.org/meme/tools/meme) was adopted to identify the conserved motifs in L genes of
NbuSGSBV-1 with default parameters, together with another �ve closely related chiviruses (clustered into
the same branch of the tree). As a result, totally �ve conserved motifs were identi�ed in the six chuviruses
(Fig.S2). Such conserved regions identi�ed in these chiviruses may provide important information for the
classi�cation of novel chuviruses in this clade in the future. In conclusion, the above results indicate that
the newly discovered NbuSGSBV-1 may belong to the genus Odonatavirus in the family Chuviridae.

To better understand the small interfering RNA (siRNA)-based host antiviral immunity in response to
NbuSGSBV-1 infection, small RNAs (sRNAs) from N. viridula were sequenced and comprehensively
characterized. Firstly, a library of sRNA from N. viridula was prepared using the Illumina TruSeq sRNA
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Sample Preparation Kit (Illumina, USA) and later sequenced with the Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform.
Secondly, the sRNAs were processed to obtain clean reads, and sRNAs with a length of 18–30 nt were
extracted. Finally, Bowtie was employed to map the processed sRNA reads back to the whole viral
genome sequence of NbuSGSBV-1 (allowing zero mismatch) for the identi�cation of vsiRNAs. Thereafter,
the obtained vsiRNAs were further analyzed using custom perl scripts and Linux bash scripts [17].
According to our results, a total of 12,907 vsiRNA reads (including 3,187 unique ones) were perfectly
mapped to the assembled genome of NbuSGSBV-1. The length of vsiRNAs was mainly concentrated in
22 nt, accounting for 31.9% and 23.7% of the total and unique vsiRNAs, respectively. Moreover, they were
almost equally derived from the sense and antisense strands of the viral genome (Fig. 2B-a,b). In
addition, vsiRNAs displayed a strong A/U preference in their 5' terminal nucleotides and were uniformly
distributed throughout the viral genome, as observed from Fig. 2B-C. The typical characteristics of
vsiRNAs suggested that the host antiviral RNAi pathway was actively involved in the response to
NbuSGSBV-1 infection.

In conclusion, a novel circular chuvirus, NbuSGSBV-1, is discovered and identi�ed in N.viridula. This is the
�rst report of a chuvirus in the insect family Pentatomidae. The discovery and identi�cation of
NbuSGSBV-1 will contribute to a better understanding of the diversity of chuviruses in insects.
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Figures

Figure 1

Characterization of Nbu southern green stink bug chuvirus 1 (NbuSGSBV-1). (A) Genome structure and
transcripts coverage of NbuSGSBV-1. (B) Schematic diagram of the circular genome structure of
NbuSGSBV-1. RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, glycoprotein and nucleoprotein genes are shaded blue,
orange and gray, respectively. L, G and N represent large polymerase protein, glycoprotein and
nucleoprotein, separately.

Figure 2

Phylogenetic tree and virus derived small interfering RNAs (vsiRNAs) analysis of NbuSGSBV-1. (A)
Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree based on the amino acid sequences of the conserved RdRp
domain of NbuSGSBV-1 and the other chuviruses. Bootstrap values > 50 are shown in each node of the
tree. Scale bars represent percent divergence. NbuSGSBV-1 is indicated with a red star. (B) The size
distribution (a, b) and 5′ terminal nucleotide percentage (c) of NbuSGSBV-1 siRNAs. (C) Distribution of
NbuSGSBV-1 siRNAs alongside the viral genome. Red and black represent siRNAs derived from the sense
(plus strand) and antisense (minus strand) genomic strands of NbuSGSBV-1, respectively.
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